Term 1 2017
Date Claimers

20th January 2017 - Term 1 home visits request due
23rd January 2017 – Term 1 commences/contact made with students
30th January 2017 – Collaborate lessons begin
6th February 2017 – Mareeba/Tablelands home visits
20th February 2017 – Savannah home visits
21st – 22nd February 2017 – Cairns Study Days
1st – 2nd March 2017 – Mareeba/Tablelands Study Days
7th – 8th March 2017 – Savannah Study Days
27th – 31st March 2017 – Block exams
14th April 2017 - Term 2 home visits request due

Principal’s Report

Greetings everybody and welcome to the final edition of Bush Whacked for 2016. Term four has been a whirl of activity and a positively enjoyable one for our school. A number of innovative programs have been established this term and you can read all about these in this edition. Other highlights of this bulletin include our student news section which features Ocean’s Dare to Lead article, the Wynberg family’s surf life savers story, the Green Island excursion and our year twelve graduation photos. There is also all of the news and images from Celebration Week. As you will see, we have had a remarkable year at Cairns SDE. Our focus has been on ensuring our students become more engaged in their learning programs by using the Problem Based Learning approach.

A special thank you is extended to our P&C executive who will finish in their current roles at the AGM in February. They have worked tirelessly throughout the year to support the students and their families. The outgoing executive are Rachael Wynberg President, Gillian Hinrichsen Vice President, Hamish Jenkins Treasurer and Kachena Cullen as Secretary. I sincerely thank the executive officers for all of their efforts throughout their tenure.

Anticipation and excitement is mounting as we make preparations for the 20th Cairns to Karumba Bike Ride in 2017. We aim to make this fundraiser the biggest and best yet. Registrations for the ride will open early in 2017 so keep your eye out for this. You can check out past rides and the details of next year’s ride by logging on to the website http://www.ridefnq.com/. Remember, cycling is the quiet revolution.

Recently we conducted a competition for our new school motto. We had over 40 responses to this event. The judging panel shortlisted four entries. These were then presented to the staff at our school for feedback. Our new school motto is *Global Learning* and the intellectual property for this item came from Kate one of our geographically isolated students. Her original wording was edited and the concept of Global Learning was presented. Congratulations to Kate who wins an IPad or equivalent Android device.
The 2016 Art Show had another successful exhibition on display this year. The student work submitted was high quality and improves each year. As a part of this event, our grounds-care team awards a prize for artworks that they think have excellent appeal. This award is known as the Packers’ Prize. We have two winners for this year’s award, Dion Child in year twelve, and Veda Macdonald in year eight. Both students displayed outstanding work in the eyes of our judges. There will be a special prize in the mail for you in 2017.

As we look to 2017 there are a number of changes that will impact upon the way we organise our school. A new departmental policy requires us to notify you of any absences that your child has from scheduled lessons or events. The policy is as follows: “The safety and wellbeing of students are the highest priorities for the department. Parents need to know if their child hasn’t turned up for school, and schools need to know when and why a child is absent … From the beginning of 2017, state schools will be required to notify parents on the same day that any student is absent from school without explanation.”

In the FAQs it goes on to specifically mention SDE: Students enrolled in a School of Distance Education (SDE) do not physically attend school but participate online from home. Do same day student absence notifications still apply? Yes. ‘Attendance’ for a student enrolled in a SDE requires them to participate in scheduled lessons, respond to and submit tasks online and sometimes attend in person (e.g. for field events). If this does not occur for a student when it is expected and there is no explanation provided by the parent/carer, the SDE should notify the parent/carer as soon as practicable on the day of the student’s ‘absence’. A full policies and procedures document will be available in 2017 to explain how this process will work for our school. Exemptions from scheduled lessons will be available to students because of their various contexts.

At the beginning of the 2017 academic year Mr Jim Buzacott will be conducting home tutor webinar in-service sessions each afternoon from 1.30 – 2.30 pm. These sessions are designed to assist tutors in setting up effective learning spaces for each student. Full details of these sessions are available on our website.

Finally I take this opportunity to thank all of our staff for their professionalism and dedication this year. We have a wonderful team here who are focussed on ensuring the best possible education for our students. I hope that you have a safe and relaxing summer vacation with those that you love and care about most. (And for those of you who believe in the fat man in the red suit, I hope that he visits you with all the things that you have asked for.😊)

Regards

Andrew Oliver
Principal

Student News

Cairns SDE has a vast range of student enrolments from across Australia and overseas. Due to the nature of our flexible learning environment students balance school and other commitments in different ways. Here are some of their stories.

Surf Life Savers

Having a Surf Life Saving North Queensland Branch Champion is a great cause for celebration following the 2016 Surf Life Saving North Queensland Branch Championships held at Mission Beach in early October, but having 3 champions in our family tripled the excitement. The 2 day carnival is the culmination of surf sports season in North Queensland and 4 students from CSDE participated and performed very well in individual and team events – Jack Jenkins, Julian, Arjan and Anastasia Wynberg – all members of the Ellis Beach Surf Life Saving Club.

Julian was named Under 10 Male Age Champion, Arjan under 11 Male Age Champion, and Anastasia was Under 13 Female Age Champion.

Our Branch, which includes clubs from Port Douglas, Ellis Beach, Cairns, Etty Bay and Mission Beach then selects a North Queensland Branch Team from the top performers of the season to form a team to compete at the Surf Life Saving Youth State Championships. This is for the age groups of Under 11 to Under 15 only, so we were very proud to have both Anastasia and Arjan selected to compete. The Branch Youth Team will compete at the State Championships in Hervey Bay in February 2016.

3 weeks after the Branch Championships we then travelled to Mackay for the 2016 North Aussie Championships. Participants are invited from the whole of Northern Australia across Western Australia, Northern Territory & Queensland from Hervey Bay north. Competitors are aged from Under 11 through to Masters and so again Arjan and Anastasia were eligible to compete as well as Jack. All the children did very well and Arjan and Anastasia received special mention in their age groups as ‘Runner-up age champions’. The events were spread across 3 days and included Pool Rescue, Board and Beach events.

Anastasia is also old enough for selection in the Queensland Country Team (Under 13 to Under 17)
and was successful in achieving this goal. The team is selected at the North Aussies Championships from all ‘country’ competitors from Hervey Bay north and will compete against teams from ‘Queensland City’. The team competes in events for Pool Rescue, Beach and Board and the events will be held at Tullebuggerah on the Gold Coast. On the third day of competition the team will also participate in the Young Guns carnival to be held at Kurrawa.

We all participate in Surf Lifesaving with our Club – Ellis Beach, as competitors, patrol members, age managers and Board members and we love it. It is a great community activity, and provides many opportunities to learn safety, leadership and sports skills as a family.

Wynberg Family

Dare to Lead Breakfast

Attending the Dare to Lead Breakfast was a fantastic and worthwhile experience. The speakers were all different and offered extremely interesting, and helpful, tips and advice for life after high school. Hearing about their own life experiences was inspiring, motivating, and eye-opening to the vast range of possibilities in regards to career, study, and personal life. The breakfast was also a great opportunity to meet senior students from other schools; to hear what their interests and plans for the future may be, and students who have already graduated and are currently studying at JCU. These JCU students provided an insight to university life, and also offered advice regarding scholarships, clubs, and the variety of courses available. Overall, this function was truly fascinating and helpful, and I hope they continue to be held for future students.

Ocean
Year 12

Inspirational opening lines from the speakers sparked the interest of the room filled with year 12 students.

Bree James – “Turn 18, your life is in your own hands. On days you don’t want to get out of bed put on some better clothes. It’s not luck – say YES to opportunities. Fake it ‘til you make it. Work hard – every test will make you ‘bitter or BETTER’. Try hard. Write your goals and review every day (to be successful). Lots of failures – What did you fail at Today? Learn from failures. Blend life with work. Work with Drive, Passion and Doing what you LOVE!”

Lucy Graham – “I don’t know what I’m doing but I’m going to do my best. Take opportunities to get experiences. Volunteer, do extra-curricular activities and apply for Scholarships. Be innovative and create change. Apply for jobs you are not qualified for, then work at the job.

University will be:
- Hard work
- a place to meet people
- find out who you are

Dare to:
- be different
- try new things
- take opportunities

Rod Jensen – “No one is as good as me. This is the very best I can be. Prepare for Success. Accomplish the skill-base I needed. I do everything in my capabilities to practice PERFECT! Audit myself for the good and the not so good and find out what is important to me. Make sure it is ME making the choices. I set standards to live by – I never trade a minute for something that is not going to benefit me. Am I choosing to things of less importance? I live by my profile and my character. Understand how I schedule myself and I make myself accountable for promises and goals I set for myself. I write them on the bathroom mirror to remind myself every day. I make my journey the BEST that I can. The importance of SUCCESS is PRACTICE.

Academy of Modern Languages
School Holiday Language Program

Twice a year James Cook University runs a holiday language program for students in years 7-12. Students participate in a short immersion language course that develops their language competency as well as taking part in fun cultural activities. Education Queensland has been offering scholarships to cover the costs of the course.

Congratulations to Serryn in year 8 who was one of the recipients of the scholarship and spent a week studying Japanese at JCU Cairns Campus in the September holidays. In Serryn’s words “I had an amazing time, thank you so much for granting me an opportunity like this”.

I highly recommend that other language students also take up this opportunity to develop their language skills, meet students from all over the region and have a great time.
Werrington Station RDFS Trip

One of the unique field experiences as a Cairns School of Distance Education Teacher is to spend a day with the Royal Flying Doctors Service on one of their clinic runs.

Whilst all the teachers were enjoying Celebrations Week at Sugarworld, I joined the RFDS team on a flight to Werrington Station which was a beautiful oasis in the middle of a dry cattle station. Some local families had driven more than 2 hours to seek a medical appointment with the Doctor. The children of these families enjoyed varied educational activities in the outdoor classroom. We also made waffles for the Christmas celebrations lunch which were a delightful hit with everyone.

Cassie McIntyre
Teacher

DET Global Schools Film Competition in 2016

Mena Creek State School students have enjoyed amazing success in this year’s DET Global Schools Film Competition. 5 entries were submitted and all placed in the top 10 despite intense competition from across Queensland. Students were required to submit a 2 minute digital production on the topic of “Hanging Out with Friends” in their LOTE, which is Japanese.

CSDE Japanese teacher, Stephanie Dunn-Balzer, gave language instruction to enable the students to achieve their goals. Mena Creek State School Principal, Cameron Wedgwood, guided the students with drafting and technical support. Entries were judged by specialist Japanese teachers from Modern Language Teachers Association Queensland on 1. Use of language, 2. Originality and 3. Use of technology.

Success crowns effort and the students were awarded the following places: 3rd - James and Sharan; 5th - Mikayla, Carlos, Rose; 6th – Eliza and Taylor; 7th – Matty and Hayley; and 9th – Isabelle, Josh and Zac. Well done all for outstanding results through amazing effort!

Year 12 Graduation Celebration Dinner

On Wednesday November 16, more than 70 friends, families and teachers gathered at TAFE Queensland North Tropics Restaurant to celebrate the graduation of Cairns School of Distance Education year 12 students.

Students and their guests travelled from as far away as Pormpuraaw, Laura and Brisbane to enjoy a Mexican Style Table-Buffet prepared by TAFE Cert IV International Apprentice Chefs and PNG Cert II International students.

The evening also provided an opportunity for Cert II and Cert III Hospitality students to practice their food and beverage service skills in an authentic restaurant environment.

Inspirational speeches were delivered by the Principal Andrew Oliver and P&C President Rachael Wynberg. The students were given a parting gift from the P&C and the evening of celebration finished with the cutting of a chocolate graduation cake. Ocean Mitchell-Croft and Liam O’Donoghue shared personal reflections on their years of distance education.

In her speech, Ocean said: “I may not be the best model student this school has ever seen, but I do have a quote from J. J. Abrams et al for those going into Year 12: ‘It only ever ends once. Everything before that is just progress.’ Some days are inevitably going to be tedious and exhausting, but the least you have to do is try, and if you need help – ask for it. And it’s okay to be scared of the pressure and commitment of graduating, just remember that everybody’s scared, and the thing they’re scared of most is missing an opportunity. So make the most of everything you possibly can, because all of it matters, and don’t let anyone tell you what you can’t do, especially yourself.”
Celebration Week

As always, Celebration Week was a busy time and there was a range of activities throughout the week. Monday and Tuesday were filled with the musical sounds of Band Camp and the splashing of the Swimming Program at Tobruk Pool. On Wednesday, a number of students visited Green Island for snorkelling, swimming and a glass bottomed boat trip. Back at school, home tutors and staff got together for the biannual forum whilst the students had fun with drama and craft activities. Later that evening, many were treated to a free screening of *Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them*.

Thursday was a huge day with the Cairns SDE Inaugural Careers Expo and subject information in the morning, along with PBL activities for younger students and a mix of craft and drama for others. In the afternoon, the annual Art Show opened to showcase the exemplary work of our students after which everyone moved next door to Trinity Bay’s hall for Presentation Evening.

The culmination of a year’s efforts were celebrated on Friday with a day at Sugarworld and a special visit from Santa and his helper.

**Instrumental Music**

Congratulations to all students involved in the Instrumental Music Camp for term 4. Between the jokes and storytelling we managed to make lots of fun music. The students excelled by performing at the presentation evening. A huge thank you to all the parents and teachers who were involved in the organisation of the camp. If you are interested in Instrumental Music please contact Kelly Perger on kperg1@eq.edu.au

*Kelly Perger*
*Instrumental Music Teacher*
Kids ‘R Water Smart

Kids from all clusters gathered at Tobruk pool to become Immersed in the Swim and Survive program. Dionne and her team of Swimming teachers ran an efficient and professional 3 day program.

Amazing, Real life Experiences engrossed all involved

Wonderful, Awesome, Thrilling and Exciting Revelations were made

Some kids were surprised by their accomplishments and Many proved to be natural fish
A huge thank you to Home Tutors for bringing your kids in for the program. To students, you Really impressed us with your determination and finally, Thank you to everyone who volunteered their time to help out and make the program possible.

Mandy Girgenti
Teacher

Green Island Field Trip

This term as part of the Science program at OLC and Cairns SDE students were invited to a field trip to Green Island. In total, 44 students attended this and were treated to a spectacular day on a beautiful Island. The day’s activities included, glass bottom boat tour, snorkelling the reef, ocean swims and an educational environmental guided tour. Students who were not confident with snorkelling were able to swim and relax at the pool. The day went very well and all students exhibited excellent behaviour and represented the school honourably. A big thank you to all the staff and parents who assisted and/or participated in this event.

Jason Vaggs
Teacher

Careers Expo

To enhance Celebration Week and showcase the careers that our diverse program offerings at Cairns SDE can lead to, this year the team took on the challenge of staging our very first Careers Expo. And what a success it was.

The day started with a flurry of activity as staff from all subject areas keenly organised and decorated their stands with images and information for students, parents and carers. Local firefighters rolled in with their truck, along with other external organisations such as Great Barrier Reef Helicopters, TAFE North, James Cook University, Central Queensland University, Police Recruitment Officers, Skill360, Cairns Regional Council, The Defence Force, and Digital Careers. All organisations came with the same purpose, to demonstrate potential possibilities for our students’ futures.

Students and home tutors spent the morning browsing stands, and having meaningful conversations with CSDE staff and guests about options for career choices and which subjects best support these as pre-requisites. Subject area stands (along with having engaging visual representations of their subjects such as artworks and snakes!), foregrounded posters containing career opportunities which studying specific areas can lead to. For example, our Languages stand presented ‘10 jobs you didn’t know you could do with a second language’ which included vocations such as a Video Games Tester, Press Conference Assistant, Private Jet Sales Executive, and Art Editor. The Maths crew revealed that studying different levels of Maths can help gain
entrance into careers such as an Environmental Engineer, Surveyor, Pilot, or Chemist.

Everyone involved was enthusiastic and happy to discuss the benefits of subjects and careers, giving our students greater insight into their bright futures. Our newest subject, Tourism, was also on display with the VET team who hope that offering this subject will help to “Engage students and attract them to different sectors of the tourism industry.” Tourism is one of our main industries in FNQ and studying Tourism also presents worldwide career opportunities.

Although all stalls were thoroughly appealing, the team from JCU had an edge with their HTC Vive, which is a virtual reality headset that tracks in 3D space while you move around. This gave students the opportunity to move around in a full virtual world whilst using a painting program called Tilt Brush which was developed by Google. The University uses 3D technology to ‘walk through’ buildings before they are built, and the technology itself is used for a range of purposes including the medical profession where surgeons are using this for training. This was a real eye-opener to what some of the professions of the future will look like.

A big thanks needs to go out to all who both ran stalls on the day, and to those of you who participated in the event. It really was a terrific success and the feedback has been gleamingly positive. We look forward to producing a similar event next year and giving more insight into career choices for our students.

If you missed out on the Careers Expo and would like more information from our presenters simply log onto your usual English lesson and look for CSDEcareersexpo2016 to listen to interviews conducted on the day. (https://elearn.eq.edu.au/webapps/bb-collaborate-bb_bb60/recording/play?course_id=_71725_1&recordingId=5958722&recordingFormat=1
Please note: skip the first 7 minutes 52 seconds. The microphone was on mute so we had to re-record.

Subject Selection

In 2017 Cairns SDE is offering a brand new Tourism (Subject Area Syllabus - SAS) for Year 11 students. The course offers a broad overview of the Tourism Industry including the many sectors and we research information on Tourism Attractions - local, national and international. Successful completion of all 4 semesters of Tourism attracts 4 QCE credit points.

We were lucky enough to have Patrick Bluett and Nathalie Raben from GBR Helicopters attend our Careers Expo as they have both have a vast experience in the Tourism Industry.

The course will include a comprehensive look at Travel Industry careers however there is no compulsory Work Experience component.

Other units include The Travel Experience - an investigative case study as well as Sustainable Tourism travel blog with advertisement. We also look at Customer Service as a Travel Agent and Tourist Attractions and Theme Parks. Students culminating activity includes a World Travel Expo at Cairns SDE where they can display their Multi-Modal presentations.

Please contact the School if you have any further questions or Cassandra McIntyre - email cmcin77@eq.edu.au.

Cassie McIntyre
Teacher
**Art Exhibition**

This year at our Art Exhibition, our amazing student artists’ works were proved to be both inspirational and inspiring. The works ranged from students from prep to year 12 and covered a variety of different media including sculpture, wearable art, film and photography.

Over the year, our senior students worked with inspirational mentor artists who included, Ruby Boussard, Jacqueline Scotcher, Andrea Huelin and Brian Robinson. The resulting collaborative pieces were striking and original.

The junior students showcased a colourful geo-cat that caught the viewer’s eyes as soon as you walked into the room.

Overall it was a successful presentation that highlighted the amazing talent of our budding artists from CSDE.

*Sandi Steffensen  
Art Teacher*

---

**Presentation Evening**

The Presentation Evening ended the formalities for the week and was well attended. Our special guests included Richard Huelin, Assistant Regional Director; Gillian Hinrichsen, Vice President of the P & C; Leading Seaman Keith Large, Australian Defence Force; Joy Jenkins from Central Queensland University, and Dr David Shephard from the Cairns to Kurumba Bike Ride Committee.

Amongst the awards for the evening were many academic achievements and Habits of Mind certificates celebrating students who used a range of strategies to problem solve independently across their subjects. We also celebrated personal and social accomplishment and a number of students from the OLC were recognised for their achievements.

Leading Seaman Keith Large spoke to the audience about the history of the Long Tan award and presented a cheque for $550 to Sam. Dr David Shephard presented a cheque for $90,000 to Gillian Hinrichsen for the P & C, and Joy Jenkins represented CQU for the presentation of a $200 cheque to Tom. The most prestigious award of the evening was announced last and revealed that the 2016 Dux for CSDE was Mara.

It was an evening to be remembered and a wonderful opportunity to showcase the outstanding achievements of our students across a range of areas.

*Nadia Mead  
Deputy Principal*
Sugar World

Sugar World day had finally arrived,
Students, parents and teachers all ready to slide.
Smiles and excitement greeted the day.
10 o’clock!! Slides start, let’s go play!!

Miss Brook beat the children to get to the top,
But she sure wore out before the kids did stop.
The weather was fine, in fact it was hot,
It really slowed down all the kids – NOT!

A mystery guest dressed in red and white,
Got all the little ones excited about an upcoming night.
Kids big and small all waited in line,
For sugar and candy and all things fine.

From toddlers swimming in the little pool,
To the Year 12 students sadly leaving our school.
Everyone was wet, but having heaps of fun.
But of course being careful while out in the sun.

Thanks one and all for a wonderful day,
And to just finish off we really must say,
2016 is almost over and done,
It’s time to prepare for another one.

Melissa Clarke
Teacher

Parents and Citizens

We have reached the end of the 2016 school year –
congratulations and well done to everyone.

Your P&C have had a very successful year with some of the highlights including the record donation from the C2K bike ride of $90,000, progress on the planned improvements to G Block to make it more useable for students and families, new uniforms for 2017, graduation, celebration and activity support as well as overall continued co-operation with our school staff to enhance and improve the wonderful CSDE community.

Every time I write or speak on behalf of the P&C, I say thank you – and to those who actively contribute to the school, the Cornett’s C2K Bike Ride and P&C in so many ways – again I sincerely thank you.

I must make special mention of Gillian, Kachena and Hamish as you’re very active and committed Executive, as well as our District Reps and elected representatives who represent and work for the betterment of our school. I would also like to acknowledge the support of Andrew, Fiona and the staff and teachers who support and engage with the P&C – together we have achieved much.

It has been an absolute privilege to be involved with the P&C for the past 8 years, and to serve as your President for the last 4 ½ years. I thank you for the faith and support that has been shown as we all work toward the same goal of making our great school even better.

In February 2017, at the AGM, we look forward to electing new members to the executive, welcoming back those who have already served, and working with our members to continue the good works of the P&C. Please join and be active. Membership and nomination forms are available on the website.

Whatever you choose to do over your well-deserved break, may it be filled with peace, joy and lots of fun and laughter.

Rachael Wynberg
P&C President
Year 11
Elvis Barlow
Bella Cai
Adam Catherwood
Alexandra Champion
Isabella Cort
Lulu Dale
Connor DeCampo
Tristan Deeley
Indeah Diggles
Katriel Durwell
Adelaide Franklin
Jamie Fulloon
Sabrina Ginns
Bailey Haddow
Camryn Jefferson
Arthur Ketchup
Rebecca Leith
Costo Ober
Mykee Pavlovic
Cassidy Pumpa
Karzira Randall
Morgan Rosati
Coen Sanders
Blanca Scudamore
Jasmen SIEWER
Bianca Sordelli
Bethany Sporre
Katelyn Starie
Jasmine Stephens
Juliet Stuart
Felicity Taylor
Bree Tisdell
Felicity White
Emily Williamson
Jack Wilson

Year 12
Brynn Bainbridge
Shirley Bond
Giuliana Cerasa
Dion Child
Chase Clegg-Robinson

Year 12 Continued
Lucinda Conwell
Joshua Deeley
Lauchie Dick
Tyra English-Westley
Abbie Fewings
Max Fritz
Cooper Giersch-Dicker
Louis Giersch-Dicker
Tom Hammett-Ryan
Peter He
Holly Hepburn
Andrew Ho
Annmarie Hodges
Tessa Holmes
Caitlyn Hovey
Emmanuel Hughes
Lisa Johnson
Emma Kerlin
Sophia Lopez Higgins
Beatrice Manser
Kaleb Martin
Ocean Mitchell-Croft
Connor Nantes
Jayda Nicol
Liam O’Donoghue
Yazmin Ralph
Arran Robertson
Emma Shepherdson
Sam Simmonds
Charlene Stallan
Brooke Stoddart
Mara Stransky-Smith
Phoebe Taylor
Sophie Tomassen
Isabella Valdes
Amanda White
Bom Yoon

Special Awards, Bursaries,
Year 10, 11 and 12 Academic Awards
and the School Dux Award
will be announced during the evening.

Wishing all Cairns SDE families
a happy and safe summer vacation
as we all look forward to an
exciting 2017.

Cairns School of Distance Education
2016
Presentation Evening

To be held at the
Trinity Bay State High School Theatre
Commencing at 5.30pm
Thursday, 1st December 2016

Showcasing and celebrating
Cairns SDE student achievements
throughout 2016.
Prep
Luke Blank
James Blennerhassett
Rhiannon Krutli
Rahela McHugh
Kelly Plant
Holly Radcliffe
Alia Ryan
Ivy Saal
Amelia Seccombe
Skye Sec
Derick Wakefield
Dakota Willmann
Isaac Wynberg

Year 1
Wilfred Claudie
Iluka Clifton
Brodie D’Addona
Demi D’Addona
Lachlan Drewett
Isabelle Finch
Darcy Harris
Max Harvey
Gabriel Mairou
Harry Marshall
Rebekah McFarlane
Edite Mchugh
Justene Ross
Caleb Simmons
Surya Stride
Clay Struckel
Ry Lee Wild
Frederik Wilson

Year 2
Charlie Cob
Max Cobb
Damien Fitzgerald
Rory Geary
Chelsey Hamilton
Bella Heldon
Alicia Holloway
Hannah Maitre
Duke McGregor
Billie Purcell
Madeline Radcliffe
Megan Raymond
Archie Saal
Jack Saltmire
Kai Wakefield
Hunter Whittaker
Riley Whitson

Year 3
Brayden Carre

Year 3 Continued
Ching’ka Claudie
Jett Ford
Oliver Forrest
Naomie Harris
Reef Hill
Jessica Jackson
Riley Keegan
Lucas Krutli
Madeyen Lee
Alex Marshall
Anna Plant
Charlie Rundall
David Sawle
Seth Struckel
Mason Tuxford-Adams
Amy Wilcox

Year 4
William Blennerhassett
Rohan Mairou
Joel McFarlane
Doran Mitchell-Croft
Paco Mueller-Sheppard
Charli Payne
Liam Rundall
Tiare Usher
Brooke Wild
Julian Wynberg

Year 5
Coen Adams
Kaidyn Apiata
Kate Bailey
Talia Bevan
Dylan Bird
Erin Blennerhassett
Alyssa Body
Jai Body
Brayden Brown
Elise Cadman
Eliah Carre
Princess Caseress
Noticia Chase
Kailani Clifton
Peter Cronin
Bray Crowe
Cassie Davenport
Ava Deeleey
Jennifer-Joyce
Donaldson-Stevens
Rachel Fray
Xion Gavin-Crozier
George Hampshire
Ethan Harvey
Marina Haynes
Lance Hill

Year 6
Emily Bevan
Chanel Blank
Jacob Carre
Kyan Delaney
Peter Fitzgerald
Trevor Fitzgerald

Year 6 Continued
Tyron Henson
Jack Leach
Abby Lee
Ebonie Lees
Lucy Jackson
Seare Jamaica
Jack Jenkins
Erik Jeske
Rhythm King
Marlin Ketteringham
Jack Leach
Abby Lee
Ebonie Lees
Alexander Ludlow
Callan Mackenzie
Zoe Major
Clayton Malseed
Layla Mamoose
Anthony Marney
Tallan Mcluckie
Louise Morand
Jameron Mote
Georgia Neilsen
Ryan Neilsier
Eva Nicholas
Emily Noth
Indira Rankin
Harley Schmidt
Jamaica Seeare
Danielle Sebaly
Carley Sheppard
Ethan Simmons
Caleb Simpson
Leonard Sloan
Michael Sutherland
Josh Thab Keegan
William Todd
Andaman Travis
Luka Tresie
Sophia Vatuevi
Brendan Ward
Azalea-Leigh Wik-
Trondheim
Travis Wood
Arjan Wynberg
Amber Yendle

Year 7
Kostas Milakis
Jace Keadic
Seanna McKay
Toke Lea
Zoe Proctor
Morgan Riddle
Kia Nair
Caitlin Nolan
Reese Ryan
Charlie Schofield
Liam Watson

Year 7 Continued
Tyron Henson
Jack Leach
Abby Lee
Ebonie Lees
Lucy Jackson
Seare Jamaica
Jack Jenkins
Erik Jeske
Rhythm King
Marlin Ketteringham
Jack Leach
Abby Lee
Ebonie Lees
Alexander Ludlow
Callan Mackenzie
Zoe Major
Clayton Malseed
Layla Mamoose
Anthony Marney
Tallan Mcluckie
Louise Morand
Jameron Mote
Georgia Neilsen
Ryan Neilsier
Eva Nicholas
Emily Noth
Indira Rankin
Harley Schmidt
Jamaica Seeare
Danielle Sebaly
Carley Sheppard
Ethan Simmons
Caleb Simpson
Leonard Sloan
Michael Sutherland
Josh Thab Keegan
William Todd
Andaman Travis
Luka Tresie
Sophia Vatuevi
Brendan Ward
Azalea-Leigh Wik-
Trondheim
Travis Wood
Arjan Wynberg
Amber Yendle

Year 8
Ben Baxter
Mac Beasy
Winona Bray
Winona Bray
Wynter Brooks
Clover Cynlin
Lily Carbone
Sarah Cockburn
William Cowe
Gemma Dance-
Bethel
Sophie Date
Max Davies
Nathaniel Donald
Kira Dumitru
Amber Elasi
Halle Farquharson
Taya Ford
Amber Forrest
Napoleon Gissel
Sam Glassenburg
Alexis Harris
Codie-Skye Hotz
Noah Humphries
Nathan Johnson
Effa Johnson
Kippin Johnson
Sarah Kelly
Primrose Kern
James King
Thomas King
Aarion Kirk
Gabrielle Kru
Jacob Lutton
Dominic Lythgoe
Veda MacDonald
Dasharn Mahers
Gabrielle Marney
Cody Miles
Michele Moran
Rachel Noble
Lara Norlin
Katie Peirce
Dinhith Perera
Peyton Sisko

Year 8 Continued
Kolby Robinson
Bilby Savage
Thomas Scarrabotteli
Kalani Sprink
Byron Tinknell
Lane Willmann
Anastasia Wynberg

Year 9
Olivia Adams
Finniss Beasy
Kayla Bogert
Zoe Brady
Libby Burrell
Amber Cartner
Daniel Chancellor
David Claudie
Shamiel Davidson
Kayla Den Bergert
Takara Disher
Talai Del Theerry
Alissa Eckerley
Beasy Finniss
El Gordon
Hamish Gibson
Summer Harper
Liam Harvey
Josh Haug
Liam Henry
Annabelle Hutchings
Valerie Johnson
Lockie Jones
Sarah Kenny
Samuel MacPherson
Mathew Maxwell
Mashel Miller
Kyle Muccignat
Holly Piwari
Kynor Piwari
Sheree Pumpa
Skye Quinnlan
Meisha Scott
Holly Shields
Briona Stoddart
James Tregenza
Chelsey Wysman

Year 10
Zali Zakhary
Corryne Berry
Barney Callander
Thomas Carbone
Vivien Chen

Year 10 Continued
Hannah Chirio
Carissa Crowel
Bobbi Taylor
Lily Eastcott
Laura Egan
Natalia Elliott
Ethan Farquharson
Jermaine Faulkes
Jade Geshwind
Kendall Gray
Jazminka Halstead
Madison Honychurch
Chloe Hooper
Annabel Hutton
Teale Jensen
Emily Kavur
Jobe Kilii
Brittaney-Grace
Lessen
Akasha Lobb
Tempest Lutton
Kyrza Macdonald
Areej Malik
Heba Malik
Jordan Martinovic
Caedn Mason
Amanda Mawston
Puti McCall
Molly McCarthy
Natalia McGlynn
Sylk Mccullo-Croft
Tiar Moore
Abby Morgan
Liam Murray-Leslie
Ange Nawa
Moya Nye
Milay Park
Ashleigh Parsons
Maykala Peirce
Massimo Purdie
Jasmine Reid
Trin Robinson
Nataya Ronan
Lorenzi Rosati
Reon Sanders
Ellen Sanderson
Abigail Smart
Rachael Stevenson
Holly Voss
Hannah Waite
Brooke Whittaker
Georgia Wilson
Peter Ziebell
WHY PLAY MUSIC

Music Training Sharpens Brain Pathways

At Cairns School of Distance Education we offer lessons on Brass and Woodwind Instrument

Some of these instruments are: Trumpets, Trombones, Clarinets, Euphoniums, Saxophones and Flutes

Students learn in a fun and engaging atmosphere skills that will benefit them throughout life.

For more information contact Mr Kelly Perger: kperg1@eq.edu.au